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Abstract: Integration of skin color property in face detection algorithm is a recent trend to improve accuracy. The
existing skin color matching techniques are illumination condition dependent, which directly impacts the face detection
algorithm. In this study, a novel illumination condition invariant skin color matching method is proposed which is a
composite of two rules to balance the high and low intensity facial images by individual rule. The proposed skin color
matching method is incorporated into Haar Feature based Face Detection (HFFD) algorithm for face detection and is
verified on a large set of images having variety of skin colors and also varying illumination intensities. Experimental
results reveal the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method outperforming other existing methods.
Index Terms: Face detection, Haar feature, skin color matching, illumination

1. Introduction
A face detection method extracts features from a facial image or a video stream disregarding background images.
Face detection is a non-contact method applied to authentication and recognition systems [1]. Face detection is useful in
various applications such as online job application to verify real face, embedded face detection system in smartphone
for auto focusing, smart home users’ face detection, biometric system, suspect detection and crime deterrent.
Face detection is a challenging task and different techniques are investigated in several years. Human vision
system is amazing in detecting face easily but it is very challenging in computer vision and image processing as it
depends on quality of image, illumination, lighting conditions, facial expressions, face sizes, occlusions, face position,
face rotation angle and cluttered background etc. Therefore accuracy is an important issue here and several researches
[2,3] are found to improve accuracy of face detection by different ways. Among different technologies, multilayer
neural networks [4–9], deep learning [10], support vector machine (SVM) [11], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [12],
template matching [13,14], and kernel probability map [15] are popular methods for face detection. There exists also
example based [16], component based [17] and many more [18–21] face detection systems. But the most popular and
widely used face detection systems are feature matching based face detection systems [1, 22–26].
Several studies [27–30] investigated the current research trends of face detection systems; in general, they divided
into image-based and feature-based approaches [30]. Among the feature-based face detection approaches, Haar feature
based face detection (HFFD) system is the most widely used method [1,22]. Viola and Jones [22] uses classical face
detection framework based on the boosting strategy but fails detecting faces from different angles and of variable
resolution. Among image-based face detection approaches, neural network is the most popular method [31]. Kang and
Park [32], Bianchini et al. [33] and El-Bakry [34] reported extensions of neural network based methods improving the
performance of human face detection in different lighting conditions and cluttered background. Image-based face
detection methods apply window scanning technique to locate face in the image leading to high computational time.
The existing face detection systems including HFFD very often detect a region as a face which is eventually not a
face. To counteract such false detections, skin color properties in different color space are incorporated into face
detection methods. A number of studies incorporating skin color [1,35–47] are found to have improved the detection
accuracy. It is obvious that the existing skin color matching techniques are illumination condition dependent, which
directly impacts the face detection method. A method performs well in a particular illumination condition (e.g., low
light intensity) but at the same time the same method performs badly in other illumination conditions (e.g., high light
intensity). Therefore, face detection with existing skin color matching techniques is not robust and performance
degrades when applied to images with different illumination conditions. An illumination invariant skin color detection
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method is deemed necessary for better face detection.
The aim of this research is to devise a robust face detection system integrating skin color matching that will
perform reliably under different illumination conditions. It is very challenging to formulate a rule which is capable of
detecting human skin color for a wide range of color space and for a broad range of illumination conditions. In pursuit
of this goal, a novel skin color matching method is proposed which is a composite of two rules to balance the high and
low intensity facial images by individual rule. The proposed hybrid skin color matching with HFFD verified on a large
set of images with varying illumination conditions and varying skin colors is revealed to be a robust face detection
system.
The initial result of this research was published in a conference and this paper is the complete presentation of the
study with extensive improvement of the conference paper [48]. The proposed algorithm of this study is an improved
version of conference one and is presented with a flowchart for better understanding. The novelty of the method is
clarified in comparison with the existing methods. Moreover, extensive analysis has been carried out on three
benchmark datasets and performance compared with existing methods.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II investigates several existing skin color detection
methods. Section III describes the proposed robust hybrid face detection method with the proposed novel skin color
matching. Section IV is for experimental studies where the proficiency of the proposed method is compared with
traditional methods. Section V concludes the paper with few remarks.
2. Related Works
There are two ways to improve accuracy of face detection. One is the increasing true face detection rate (increasing
true positive rate) and the other is the decreasing false detection rate (reducing false positive). Reducing the wrong
detections integrating human skin color matching is well studied to improve the accuracy of face detection. There are
many human skin color detection rules proposed in the literature. However, the traditional human skin color detection
method [39,49–51] has limitations because of skin color is subject to illumination condition and applicable to certain
domains. Therefore, to overcome the limitations and to improve accuracy, a few hybrid skin color detection methods
[51–54] combining two or more traditional methods have been reported in the literature. This section first investigates
the strength and limitations of the different popular traditional skin color detection methods incorporating them into
HFFD followed by investigation of the hybrid skin color detection methods.
A. Analysis of Traditional Skin Color Detection Methods
RGB and YCbCr color spaces are popular for skin color detection in the literature. RGB color model is very
simple where R, G and B represent the value of red, green and blue components of a pixel, respectively. The range of R,
G and B components is [0, 255]. On the other hand, YCbCr color space is the transformation of RGB color space. The
four widely used traditional skin color detection methods and their effectiveness on illumination conditions are
described below.
i) RGB Space with Fixed Values
RGB is the basic color space and widely used method for skin color detection [39], [49]. In this method, the pixel
representing the skin color holds the following:
( R  9 5)  ( G  4 0 )  ( B  2 0 ) 
  m a x ( R , G , B )  m in ( R , G , B )   1 5  



(1)

R  G  15   ( R  G )  ( R  B )

In this study, the method described by Eq. (1) is investigated using images with different illumination intensity. It
is found that this method works quite well for the images with bright illumination condition but suffers from the images
with dark illumination condition. The individual RGB values of a dark skin is less than a brighter skin; thus, the Eq. (1)
with fixed RGB values for detecting bright skin color will not be able to detect dark skin color.
ii) Normalized RGB Ratio
Gomez and Morales [50] employed the normalized RGB method where a pixel is considered human skin color if
the following holds:
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where r, g and b are normalized forms defined by
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This method described by Eq. (2) differs from the previous method by transforming the fixed RGB values with
their normalized ratios in color matching conditions. Authors mentioned that this method worked well for all types of
illumination conditions. But our investigation shows that this method performs average for all illumination conditions
and different skin colors; and it fails to detect face under low light condition or dark face.
iii) RGB Ratio
Recently, Asif et al. [1] investigated the simplest way to detect human skin color; a pixel will be human skin color
if its R, G and B values follows:
R

 G  B

(3)

The authors found the method worked much better than other methods in low light and for dark skin colors while
tested on a diverse skin colors and a wide range of illumination conditions. However, the method shows slightly badly
in comparison with the method in (i) in the case for bright illumination.
iv) YCbCr Space
Kukharev and Nowosielski [51] investigated YCbCr color space for human skin color detection. In the model, a
pixel will be human skin color if it follows:
(Y  80)  (85  Cb  135)  (135  Cr  180)

(4)

In Eq. (4), Y (luminance), Cb (chrominance blue) and Cr (chrominance red) are the chrominance information from
RGB components defined by
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The model in Eq. (4) is developed investigating only 25 instances of different skin color without black skin [51]. In
our investigation, the model failed to detect dark skinned face and face under low light. However, the model is found
slightly better than normalized RGB model in (ii) but slightly worse in comparison with fixed RGB model in (i) where
light condition is good and skin color is not black.
B. Analysis of Hybrid Skin Color Detection Methods
Several hybrid skin color detection methods are proposed combining two or more traditional skin color detection
methods discussed in Section II(A). Three popular methods along with their main limitations are described below.
i) Hybrid Method 1: RGB + YCbCr
Georgy and Nowosielski [51] used this hybrid skin color detection method which is a combination of a set of RGB
rules and a set of YCbCr rules. In the rule, a pixel that holds human skin color property will satisfy the following rules:
(R  G ) 
 if ( G  B ) then  (12  G  7  B )  (5  R )  

 
 else  (12  B  7  G )  (5  R ) 


 (135  C r  180)  (85  C b  135)  (Y

(6)

 80) 

This method is shown to outperform face detection with traditional skin color detection methods discussed in
Section II(A) but true negative (i.e., detection of non-face area as face) is relatively high. This method is implemented
in this study with HFFD to measure its performance.
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ii) Hybrid Method 2: Red + HSL
Berbar [52] proposed a skin color detection method which used four components: hue (H), saturation (S), lightness
(L) and red value (R). Color of an area or a pixel is described by hue; intensity of the color is described by saturation;
and brightness is described by lightness. A pixel having position p(i,j) holds human skin color property if:
𝐻[𝑖, 𝑗] < 24 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅[𝑖, 𝑗] > 125 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆[𝑖, 𝑗] > 20 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿[𝑖, 𝑗] > 80 𝑜𝑟
𝐻[𝑖, 𝑗] > 185 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅[𝑖, 𝑗] > 155 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆[𝑖, 𝑗] > 20 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐿(𝑖, 𝑗) > 114

(7)

This method is shown to outperform Hybrid Method 1 for a benchmark dataset [52]. Still the method shows true
negative high.
iii) Hybrid Method 3: RGB + YCbCr + HSV
Yadav and Nain [53] investigated a more complicated hybrid skin color detection method. Skin color filtering
formula of this method is:
[ (𝑅 > 95) ∩ (𝐺 > 40) ∩ (𝐵 > 20) ∩ (max(𝑉) − min(𝑉) > 15 )
∩ (𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑅 − 𝐺) ≥ 15) ∩ (𝑅 > 𝐺) ∩ (𝑅 > 𝐵)]
𝑎𝑛𝑑
[(𝑌 ≥ 80) ∩ (10 ≤ 𝐶𝑟 ≤ 45) ∩ (85 ≤ 𝐶𝑏 ≤ 135)]
𝑎𝑛𝑑
[ (0 < 𝐻 < 35) ∪ (325 < 𝐻 < 360) ∩ (0.2 < 𝑆 < 0.6) ∩ (V ≥ 20)]

(8)

where 𝑉 = [𝑅, 𝐺, 𝐵] .
Authors tested the method on different datasets and it is shown to outperform other methods in face detection
showing minimum true negative.
C. Observation from Existing Human Skin Color Methods in Face Detection Application
Traditional skin color detection methods have their own advantages depending on the particular conditions. Such a
method incorporation into a face detection method (e.g., HFFD) is not very effective for images with different
illumination conditions, especially in face detection applications as it does not improve the accuracy significantly. On
the other hand, existing hybrid skin color detection methods performed better in face detection as a hybrid method of
Section II(B) considers two or more the traditional human skin color detection methods of Section II(A) with relational
operators “and” and “or” [46-49]. We have carefully observed that combining individual methods with “and” operator
increases true negative, i.e., discards actual faces in increasing number. On the other hand, the use of “or” increases
false positives, i.e., identifies more patterns as faces those are not human faces. Besides these, different illumination
conditions may exist in images in a dataset and even in the same image at different portions. Thus, the choice of
methods based on illumination is eventually not useful when the illumination condition is not predefined. A robust face
detection method that might work well for different illumination conditions is an open research challenge. The
challenge to devise a novel skin color detection method for robust face detection is carefully addressed and tackled in
this study.
3. Robust Face Detection using Novel Skin Color Detection Method
To develop a robust face detection method, existing skin color detection methods with popular face detection
method HFFD are investigated as preliminary work of the present study. Fixed RGB values (i.e., Eq. (1)) with standard
HFFD outperforms other methods (e.g., [51]) when skin color is white or illumination condition is good; but it suffers
from dark skin color or low light condition. On the other hand, RGB ratio (i.e., Eq. (3)) performs much better compared
to other methods (e.g., [51]) for dark skin or low light condition. Combining the complementary strengths of the two
methods, a novel skin color detection method is proposed and investigated. There are two major steps in the proposed
method.



Preliminary face detection is performed applying standard feature matching using HAAR features.
Filtering is used to detect real faces applying the proposed novel skin color matching.

Human skin color matching will discard false detections which are primarily detected as human faces in the first
step. The following subsections describe the steps briefly.
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A. Preliminary Face Detection by Feature Matching
A common feature of human face is the appropriate placement of eyes, nose and mouth. Face detection with
HAAR features is very popular [22]. HAAR features are rectangular featured areas which describe parts of an image
object as a face. Fig. 1 shows only three HAAR features representing the eye area, the nose area and the mouth area of
a human face among a lot of features. The details of feature selection and HAAR feature based face detection (HFFD)
process can be found in [1,22].
The feature matching-based approach returns an area as a face where it matches eye, nose and mouth features. In
many cases, the method returns an area as a face which is not a real human face but it has features like a face with eye,
nose and mouth. Such false positive decreases overall performance of a face detection method. Elimination of such false
positive improves the face detection accuracy.
B. Elimination of False Faces by the Proposed Novel Skin Color Matching Method
The outcome of HFFD, the preliminary face detection step explained in previous section, might contain false
positives face regions. A novel human skin color matching formula, developed based on composite rules, is applied to
those regions to discard false positives. The proposed skin color matching checks each detected facial regions
individually. At first, average light intensity of a given facial region will be calculated and then appropriate color filter
rule from two developed rules will be applied for final skin color filtering based on the average light intensity. Average
light intensity of a detected facial region is an important issue in the proposed method for appropriate skin color
matching rule selection. Light intensity (L(pi)) of ith pixel 𝑝𝑖 is found by the Eq. (9)[55].
L(𝑝𝑖 ) =

MAX [𝑝𝑖 (R,G,B)]+ MIN[ 𝑝𝑖 (R,G,B)]
2

,

(9)

where MAX [𝑝𝑖 (R, G, B)] returns the maximum value among (R, G, B) of ith pixel 𝑝𝑖 and MIN[ 𝑝𝑖 (R, G, B)] returns the
minimum value among (R,G,B) of 𝑝𝑖 .
Average light intensity Lav of a region having n pixels is:
Lav =

∑𝑛
𝑖=0 𝐿(𝑝𝑖)
𝑛

(10)

The two rules, from which one is selected, based on calculated Lav are shown in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). Rule 1 is the
RGB with fixed values explained in Section II(A)(i) as Eq. (1). Rule 2 is a modified version of RGB ratio explained in
Section II(A)(iii) as Eq. (3). This modification of RGB ratio makes the detection process more robust, which has been
incorporated into the model after verifying it on various complex images. If Lav is high with respect to defined threshold
value LƟ, Rule 1 will be used as color filter; otherwise Rule 2 will be used.
Rule 1 (RGB with fixed values):
( R  9 5)  ( G  4 0 )  ( B  2 0 ) 
  m ax ( R , G , B )  m in ( R , G , B )   1 5  



(11)

R  G  15   ( R  G )  ( R  B )

Rule 2 (modified RGB ratio):
(𝑅 > 𝐺 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥[ (𝐵 − 10),0])

(12)

The composite human color detection development is the main contribution of the work. To make the face
detection robust, the two rules are selected very carefully to tackle wide range of illumination conditions (i.e., very low
intensity to high intensity) into images. It is already discussed that the method of Rule 1 is the best suited method for the
images with bright illumination condition. In contrary, Rule 2 is appropriate for low illumination condition which is a
modified version of RGB ratio method of Eq. 3 with special condition of blue (B) component. B value is reduced by 10
in ratio calculation to bring higher true positives of the rule. It is observed that in many facial images especially in the
low light images, green value and blue value is very close even sometimes blue value is a little bit higher than the green
value. In such a case, simple RGB ratio fails to satisfy the skin color condition. To tackle the matter, blue value is
lowered by 10 and the value is selected analyzing different types of images. Finally, for low intensity facial images, if a
human color pixel doesn’t satisfy RGB ratio (i.e., R>G>B) it may satisfy Rule 2 and can be truly classified a human
color pixel.
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Fig. 1. Detecting human face with rectangular features of eye, nose and mouth

An appropriate threshold value (called LƟ) for light intensity is an important matter for appropriate rule selection.
L is tuned very carefully for the best performance; tuning result will be presented in the experimental analysis section.
From this experiment, the best result is found when LƟ is set to 35. Thus, Rule 1 is applied for Lav > 35; otherwise, Rule
2 is considered as color filter.
Ɵ

LƟ= 35 //Set Light Intensity threshold value for rule selection
TDF = Total detected faces by HFFD
I = Face Index // Increment variable

𝑭𝒑(𝑰) = 𝐼𝑡ℎ number of primary detected face region
𝑳(𝑰) 𝒂𝒗 = Average light intensity of 𝐼𝑡ℎ primary detected face
TF = True Face
FF = False Face
Input Image for Face Detection

Primary Face Detection (HFFD)

End

Set TDF; I = 1
No
I <= TDF
Yes

Yes

𝐿(𝐼) 𝑎𝑣 > LƟ

No
Apply Rule 2

Apply Rule 1

Yes

Does 50% of pixels
satisfy the rule?

No

Human Skin Color filter

Calculate 𝐿(𝐼) 𝑎𝑣 to 𝐹𝑝(𝐼)

Mark as FF
and Discard

Mark as TF

I = I+1
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed face detection algorithm

The proposed skin color matching is performed individually on each preliminary detected facial area. Detected
faces may be different in sizes and computational time of the pixel wise color matching for a particular face depends on
its size. Each and every pixel consideration for color matching is time consuming to check a facial region and it is
obviously too high for a large facial area. To reduce computational cost, proposed method considers pixels for color
Copyright © 2021 MECS
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matching at 5-pixel interval throughout the facial area. The facial area is considered as a true human face if more than
50% of the selected pixels satisfy the color matching criteria; otherwise, the area discarded as a false face. It is worth
mentionable that all the pixels of a facial area do not satisfy human skin color due to the existence of non-skin parts like
beard, eyes, mustache etc. Therefore, 50% satisfaction is justified and selected based on observations on several images.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed face detection method. At first standard HFFD returns preliminary
areas for faces. An image may contain multiple faces and number of total detected faces is denoted as TDF. For all the
preliminary detected faces average light intensity (Lav) is calculated and checked with LƟ. For a face, Rule 1 is applied
for skin color matching if Lav > LƟ; otherwise Rule 2 is applied. If detected facial area satisfy the color matching the
face is consider as true face (TF) otherwise mark the area as false face (FF). Finally, all the false faces are discarded
and only true positive faces are returned as the proposed method’s outcome. Verification of individual faces (i.e., facial
areas) using proposed human skin color matching is the significant portion of the algorithm and is shown by the shaded
box in the flowchart.
C. Novelty of the Proposed Method
The novelty of proposed method is that its filtering process is according to illumination intensity. In this study, it is
found that the strength and weakness of every human skin color filtering method depend on illumination intensity.
Proposed method selects two best suited methods, Rule 1 in Eq. (11) and Rule 2 in Eq. (12) from the existing methods
with appropriate modification for face filtering purpose. Rule 1 is very good for bright scenario and for bright skinned
face and Rule 2 is very good for low light condition and for dark skinned face. The proposed method achieved the
strengths of the two methods which help increasing the accuracy significantly and detecting faces of variety of races.
The experimental results also show that the proposed method is capable of detecting faces of from images with low
illumination intensity.
4. Experimental Analysis
This section investigates the effectiveness of the proposed face detection method on different facial image datasets
as well as combination of those datasets. The proficiency of the proposed method is also identified comparing with four
traditional and three hybrid human skin color-based face detection methods. The standard HFFD without skin color
detection is also considered for better realization of skin color integration. Four traditional skin color detection methods
with HFFD methods will be termed in the rest of the paper as follows.
HFFD + RGB: HFFD + RGB Space with Fixed Values
HFFD + NRGB: HFFD + Normalized RGB Ratio
HFFD + RGBR: HFFD + RGB Ratio
HFFD + YCbCr: HFFD + YCbCr Space
On the other hand, the hybrid methods of Section II(B) will be identified as Method 1 (RGB+ YCbCr)[50],
Method 2 (Red + HSL)[51] and Method 3 (RGB + YCbCr +HSV)[52]. The following subsections describe
experimental setup, benchmark datasets, illumination intensity threshold value selection, and the experimental results
and comparison.
A. Performance Measure and Experimental Settings
Performance measurements of face detection methods are calculated by the terms - True Positive (TP), True
Negative (TN) and False Positive (FP). TP means the detector output is positive (detects a face) and postulates a true
face, TN means the detector output is negative (does not detect a face) but postulates a true face and FP means the
detector output is positive (detects a face) and postulates a false face (no existence of face). It is notable that in such
case there is no false negative (FN), i.e., detector output is negative and postulates a false face. That is why we can
assume that FN=0 for this case. That is why, accuracy of a system is measured by the following formula[56].
Accuracy

TP

= TP+FP+TN

(13)

The widely used OpenCV library is considered for implementing HFFD and other methods. OpenCV uses the
cascade classifier named lbpcascade_frontalface for frontal face detection. All the experiments were implemented in
Java on NetBeans 7.4 IDE. Experiments have been conducted on a desktop computer Dell OptiPlex 3050 (Intel (R)
Core i5 CPU 3.40 GHz, 4 GB RAM) with 64-bit Windows 8 Professional environment.
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B. Facial Image Data
Four popular image datasets Caltech[57], Put Face[58], Bao[59] and Muct[60] are used in this study. The Caltech
dataset comprises 450 images of size 896  592 containing 466 faces. On the other hand, Put Face dataset has ten
frontal face datasets each containing around 10000 images. Each image contains one face. Images of the datasets have
around similar illumination conditions and properties. Therefore, only the dataset ‘Images_031_040’ is used in this
study which has a total of 1028 images containing 1028 faces and size of each image is 2048×1536 pixels. Bao dataset
contains two sets of images. The set having 221 different sized images (with multiple faces containing 1206 faces) is
used in this study. Among the 1206 faces, 1152 are frontal faces and rest of the faces are partial faces having different
orientation angle. Another set of Bao dataset contains 149 single face images of different sizes, among them the frontal
face images are 122. Muct dataset contains five sets of images. Each set contains 751 images of same type having
different rotation angle of face. The set named ‘muct-a-jpg-v1’ is used in this study which has only frontal face of size
640×480 pixels. Many of the images have artificial bluish lighting effect. Therefore, many of them have lost original
human color property. A custom dataset of more challenging images especially having black skinned faces has been
created consisting of 20 images of different resolutions and of 310 faces. The images are collected from internet. The
images are of different illuminations to the different parts and of different skinned color faces.
C. Light Intensity Threshold Value (LƟ) Selection
Selection of LƟ is an important issue to get the best performance of the proposed method. It is known that LƟ = 35
is the best suited setting. Experiments have been conducted on all the images of Caltech, Put Face and Custom datasets
as they cover a good variety in images. Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of the proposed method on the datasets varying the
value of LƟ from 0 to 100 with an interval of l5. Put Face dataset is almost invariant to the respective threshold values,
however, the maximum accuracy of 95.55% is achieved between 0 and 55. It is because the dataset contains clean
background images with very high value of Lav (i.e., average illumination intensity) and normally more than 55. For
Caltech dataset, the highest accuracy of 91.93% is obtained at LƟ =35 and the accuracy becomes slightly lower for LƟ >
35. On the other hand, the performance is very sensitive to lower values of LƟ (e.g., below 30) on Custom dataset; the
accuracy is around 60% for LƟ < 25. For this dataset, the best accuracy of 78.19% is obtained at LƟ = 35. The custom
dataset has darker images. Therefore, it is likely that Rule 1 (i.e., HFFD + RGB) will not work well on this. Setting a
low value for LƟ means filtering most of the images by Rule 1. Thus, the accuracy improves gradually as the LƟ value
increases up until 35 for Custom dataset. The experimental results revealed that the proposed face detection method
might be the best for all the datasets for LƟ = 35.
Another experiment has been conducted for the important light intensity on some variety of images. Brighter
images gradually darken lowering the Lav value and checked when Rule 1 with HFFD (i.e., HFFD + RGB) fails to
detect face but Rule 2 with HFFD (i.e., HFFD + modified RGBR) can detect face. For darker images, the images were
made lighten gradually and found out when Rule 1 start detecting faces. The output of this process is presented in Fig. 4
for a sample image. In the figure, the outcomes of standard HFFD are Red rectangles; Yellow rectangles are the
outcome of Rule 1; and Green rectangles are the outcome of Rule 2. The average Lav in the detected region is shown to
the top-left corner of each image. Lav value decreased from initial value of 62.7142 gradually. Both Rule 1 and Rule 2
can detect face while Lav> 31.658. For Lav <31.658, Rule 1 cannot detect faces from images but Rule 2 still can detect
face till Lav =2.5394. Experiment shows that the proposed method can detect faces from low light images. It proves the
efficiency of Rule 2 matching facial skin color in very low illumination condition which is even critical for human.
Thus, it is an optimum choice for LƟ = 35 to apply Rule 1 and Rule 2 based on calculated Lav for above and below of LƟ,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Performance of the proposed method on images of Caltech, Put Face and Custom datasets with varying Light Intensity Threshold Value (i.e.,
LƟ)
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Fig. 4. Observation of face detection by Rule1 and Rule 2 of proposed methods on a sample image gradually darkening it; Red, Yellow and Green
rectangles are the face detection by standard HFFD, Rule 1 and Rule 2, respectively. None of them can detect face when light intensity is less than
2.539405

D. Demonstration of Proposed Face Detection Method
A demonstration of face detection by the proposed method is presented in Fig. 5. In the first step, the original
image Fig. 5(A) is passed through HAAR cascaded classifier of standard HFFD. The detected faces HFFD are marked
by Red rectangles in Fig. 5(B); among seven detected faces, five are real faces (labeled as F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5) and
two are false (labeled as F6 and F7). In the second step, the average light intensity of each individual face area is
calculated and placed in the box. The average light intensities for F1, F2, F4 and F5 are above LƟ. Therefore, Rule 1
was applied to skin color matching and all four satisfied Rule 1; thus, the faces are verified and marked by Yellow
rectangles in Fig. 5(C). Again, the average light intensities of F3, F6 and F7 in Fig. 5(B) are below LƟ. Therefore, Rule
2 was applied to filter them. But only F3 satisfied Rule 2 and therefore marked by Green rectangle in Fig.5(C); and F6
and F7 are identified as false faces (FP1 and FP2). Finally, the proposed system returned the faces which are verified by
Rule 1(i.e., F1, F2, F4 and F5) or Rule 2 (i.e., F3).
F1
F2

Op 1

F3

63.3
59.5

32.4

61.1

60.5

10.1

F5

F5

F4

F6

Op 2
False
Detection

False
Detection

Op3

05.6
A. Original Image

B. Primary Face Detected Image

C. Color Filtered Image

D. Final Face Detected Image

Fig. 5. Showing the demonstration of proposed face detection method step by steps. Red rectangles are the results of preliminary face detection by
standard HFFD. Yellow and Green rectangles are the face verified by color filtering by Rule 1 and Rule 2, respectively. Op 1: Passing Through Haar
Cascade Classifier; Op 2: Illumination Intensity Calculation and Applying Corresponding Color Filter; Op 3: Removing False Positives

E. Experimental Results and Performance Analysis
Experimental results and comparative performance analysis with two types of existing methods are presented: (I)
methods with traditional human skin color detection and (II) methods with hybrid human skin color detection.
I) Face Detection Methods with Traditional Human Skin Color Detection
The three datasets used in the experiments are Caltech, Put Face and Custom datasets. The datasets contain
different types of images for evaluations. Put Face dataset contains images of high resolution; Caltech dataset contains
images of standard images; and Custom dataset contains images of dark-skinned face under lowlight conditions. In
addition, a dataset is prepared combining the three and the results are compared with it. Detail results are presents in
Table 1 where the performance measurement is presented separately for each dataset. The sample of resulting images of
each dataset is presented in Fig. 6. Four sample images are presented from each of Caltech and Put Face datasets and
one sample image from Custom dataset as it contains many faces. Red color presents standard HFFD. Yellow, Orange,
Blue and Green color represent HFFD + RGB, HFFD + NRGB, HFFD + YCBCR, HFFD + RGBR, respectively. Purple
color is used to represent the proposed method.
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Table 1. Performance Comparison (%) of Proposed Method with Existing Methods
Dataset

Caltech

Put Face

Custom

Combined

Method

TP

FP

TN

Acc.

Standard HFFD

98.07

15.02

1.90

85.26

HFFD + RGB

90.99

2.57

9.01

88.70

HFFD + NRGB

64.38

1.29

35.62

86.44

HFFD + YCbCr

87.55

2.36

12.45

85.53

HFFD + RGBR

68.88

4.08

31.12

66.19

Proposed Method

93.35

3.86

6.65

89.88

HFFD

98.05

23.35

1.95

79.50

HFFD + RGB

98.05

2.63

1.95

95.55

HFFD-N_RGB

3.02
2.33

2.33
1.95

94.81

HFFD + YCbCr

97.67
98.05

HFFD + RGBR

98.05

3.11

1.95

95.09

Proposed Method

98.05

2.63

1.95

95.55

HFFD

87.74

11.61

12.26

78.61

HFFD + RGB

62.90

1.94

37.10

61.32

HFFD-N_RGB

55.50

0.97

44.50

54.95

HFFD + YCbCr

60.00

2.26

40

58.68

HFFD + RGBR

76.45

2.58

23.55

74.53

Proposed Method

87.74

4.19

12.26

84.21

HFFD

96.28

20.84

4.82

78.96

HFFD + RGB

90.08

2.49

9.80

87.99

HFFD-N_RGB

81.87

2.21

18.18

80.06

HFFD + YCbCr

88.80

2.32

11.19

86.80

HFFD + RGBR

86.80

3.27

13.19

84.06

Proposed Method

95.06

3.38

4.93

91.96

95.81

Caltech Dataset: Although standard HFFD showed good TP value for Caltech dataset but overall performance
decreased due to high FP value. Standard HFFD detected 457 faces correctly from 466 and made 70 false positives.
Therefore, standard HFFD achieved an accuracy of 85.26%. Any other method showed less FP value and but higher TN
value. The proposed method detected 435 faces correctly with only 18 false positives and 31 true negatives; the
achieved accuracy is 89.88%. For the dataset, HFFD + RGB was a close competitor of the proposed method showing
the accuracy of 88.70%.
Put Face Dataset: The images of this dataset are very clean and the illumination condition is very good. Therefore,
all the methods performed very well except standard HFFD which has a lot of false positives. For the dataset, HFFD +
YCBCR, HFFD + RGBR and the proposed method achieved the same TP (98.05%) and TN (1.95%) values. However,
the accuracy of HFFD + YCbCr is little better than the proposed method due to little better performance in FP.
Custom Dataset: Face detection from custom dataset is more challenging. Table 1 shows that the proposed
method is much better than others on this dataset. We found that all of the existing color matching methods suffer from
dark-skinned face and low light condition. The proposed method has the same TP (87.74%) of the standard HFFD but it
minimized FP significantly. Other methods have much lower TP with higher TN. Finally, the proposed method
achieved an accuracy of 84.21%, which is higher than any other method.
Combined Dataset: Overall performance of these six methods is also measured against the combined Caltech, Put
Face and Custom datasets. The combined dataset contains total of 1806 faces. Among the existing methods, HFFD has
better TP (i.e., 96.28%) and TN (i.e., 4.82%) but suffers from very high FP (i.e., 20.84%). HFFD showed an accuracy of
78.96%. Other exiting methods significantly minimized FP but they have high TN and low TP. HFFD + RGB is the
best among the existing methods showing an accuracy of 87.99%. On the other hand, the proposed method showed TP
of 95.06% (truly detecting 1715 faces), FP of 3.38% and TN of 4.93%. The performance of the proposed method was
verified on the individual datasets, which showed an accuracy of 91.96% on the combined dataset.
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3

4

Custom
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1
Fig. 6. Results on nine sample images from Caltech, Put Face and Custom datasets. Red rectanges represents standard HFFD. Yellow, Orange, Blue
and Green rectangle represent HFFD + RGB, HFFD + NRGB, HFFD + YCBCR and HFFD + RGBR, respectively. Purple ractengle is for the
proposed method.

Overall Observation:
HFFD + RGB performed better for Caltech dataset which contains standard type of images but suffer from
detecting face from Custom dataset containing images of dark-skinned faces and images with low illumination
condition. On the other hand, HFFD + RGBR performed much better than HFFD + RGB on the Custom dataset but
achieved lower accuracy than HFFD + RGB for Caltech dataset. Moreover, the standard HFFD performed better than
the other traditional methods on Custom dataset but achieved much lower accuracy than other methods for Caltech and
Put datasets. It leads to conclusion that there is no single method that can win over all the datasets. Interestingly, the
proposed method showed the best accuracy for all the three datasets.
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Face Detection Methods with Hybrid Human Skin Color Detection

This section compares the performance of the proposed method with several existing face detection methods with
hybrid skin color matching. Fresh experiments were conducted on Bao, Muct and Caltech datasets as there are several
exiting studies available on the datasets with hybrid skin color matching. Outcomes of different methods are presented
separately for each dataset in Table 2. Method 1 (RGB+ YCbCr)[51] is implemented in this study. Results of Method 2
(Red + HSL)[52] and Method 3 (RGB + YCbCr +HSV)[53] are the reported results in the papers where the sign ‘-’
indicates no- availability of results. The performance of the methods on the individual datasets are discussed below.
Bao Dataset: There are total of 1206 faces in the multiple face sets in Bao dataset. Different methods are
considered for individual face types. The proposed method has been tested for three different face types for proper
comparison. Method 1 showed low FP for any face types and the achieved accuracies are 88.62%, 91.70% and 96.72%
for all types of faces, multiple frontal faces and single frontal faces, respectively. For this dataset, Method 3 is carried
out on selected 157 images of all type faces and achieved an accuracy of 92.41%. The proposed method showed
competitive performance compared to Method 3 for all type of faces; although the comparison with Method 3 is not
completely justified due to the difference in image numbers. On the other hand, frontal face cases, the proposed method
outperformed Method 1 significantly showing accuracies of 94.65% and 97.54% for multiple frontal faces and single
frontal faces, respectively. The standard HFFD is used as the preliminary face detector for the frontal face features.
Therefore, it is likely that the proposed method will outperform for frontal faces.
Muct Dataset: The images of this dataset are distorted by artificial light. Among 751 images, 27 images are
extremely distorted and do not contain skin color properties at all. Two experiments were carried out on the dataset with
and without distorted images. For the dataset, Method 1 achieved the accuracies of 81.04% and 83.65% for all the faces
including distorted image and natural color images excluding 27 distorted images, respectively. Method 2 and Method 3
are applied to all faces only and achieved the accuracies of 80.17% and 97.27%, respectively. The proposed method
showed higher accuracy over Method 1 for natural color images and achieved an accuracy of 97.17%. On the other, the
proposed method achieved an accuracy of 93.80% for all faces. The achieved accuracy is much higher than Method 1 /
Method 2 and competitive to Method 3.
Caltech Dataset: There are 450 images containing 466 faces in the dataset. For this dataset, Method 1 and Method
2 showed an accuracy of 85.53% and 88.57% respectively. On the other hand, the proposed method outperformed both
the methods showing an accuracy of 89.90%.
Overall Observation:
The performance measurements show that the proposed method is better than Method 1 and Method 2 for Bio
dataset in all aspects. For Muct and Caltech datasets, the proposed method outperformed Method 1 and Method 2.
Method 3 is relatively complex combining three individual measures. However, the proposed method showed higher
accuracy than Method 3 in the case of frontal faces and single face containing set of Bao dataset.
5. Conclusions
In this study, a robust face detection is investigated integrating a novel skin color matching method. The proposed
skin color matching method is an illumination based generalized method combining two different methods which are
individually good for high and low illumination conditions, respectively. The proposed method is incorporated with
HFFD to reduce false detections and is found remarkable results working properly on wide range of illumination
conditions. Experimental results show that the proposed face detection technique is suitable for detecting face from
almost all kind of skin color and illumination conditions outperforming the existing methods. The proposed skin color
detection technique might be suitable to improve other skin color matching issues such as detecting and tracking of
different body parts and remains as a future study.
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